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ET80/ET85 Soft 
Handle/Shoulder Strap/Boot
Installation Guide

IMPORTANT: To install the soft handle or shoulder 
strap, the ET80/ET85 boot is required. The boot, soft 
handle, and shoulder strap are each sold separately.

When attaching a shoulder strap, first attach the loops to the 
boot.

Attaching the Soft Handle or Shoulder 
Strap Loops
The following steps apply to attaching the soft handle and the 
shoulder strap loops.
If the boot is installed on the tablet, push the top left corner of 
the boot off the tablet, then remove the tablet from the boot.
1. Hold the boot upside down and pull the pointed end of the 

soft handle or shoulder strap loop into slot one.

2. Feed the pointed end out of slot two.

3. Feed the end into slot three.

4. Pull the pointed end all the way out of slot one.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 for the other end of the soft handle or 
the other shoulder strap loop.

The straps are tightly secured into place after the boot is 
installed on the tablet.
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Attaching the Shoulder Strap to the 
Soft Handle
Use the soft handle alone, or attach a shoulder strap to the 
soft handle.
1. First attach the soft handle to the boot.
2. Clip both ends of the shoulder strap to the loops on the 

soft handle.

Attaching the Shoulder Strap to the 
Boot
1. First attach the shoulder strap loops to the boot.
2. Clip both ends of the should strap to the shoulder strap 

loops.

Installing the Boot
1. Insert the bottom of the tablet into the bottom of the boot.

2. Push the top of the tablet into the top of the boot.

Removing the Boot
Push the top left corner of the boot off the tablet, then remove 
the tablet from the boot.
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